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Of Monkeys
And Men
Welcome back, assholes. For those of you just joining us, I’d
like to welcome you to the only thing that keeps UCSD from
imploding on itself due to the sheer weight of its own apathy:
The Motherfucking Koala. We have a long standing tradition
here at the K of living the kind of college experience you
would be having if you weren’t such a pussy. But seeing as
you are, go ahead and head over to http://thekoala.org and
check out some of our back issues. Additionally, if you’re
sitting there thinking, “I’m so offended, I should do something
about this!” you really should just stop. I’m just kidding,
you’re definitely the first jerk-off with a stick up their ass that
thinks they can do something to stop us since 1982, when we
started.
Anyway, enough about the stupid freshmen. I spent my
summer like most of you did: Thinking about monkeys. Like
most of you, I’ve harbored the fantasy of owning a pet monkey
since I was like fucking 5. It might help that I’m abnormally
hairy (thanks, being Armenian!) and the monkey would make
me feel better about myself, but really I think it has a lot
more to do with the relationship you can really only have with
a monkey. Sure, your dog fetches the paper, but your dog also
licks its own asshole. It sort of just does shit because it makes
sense to a dog. A monkey? It does shit because it loves you.
It gets you a beer because it loves you. It beats up intruders
using its Kung Fu because it loves you.
This brings me to really the whole point of this: Would it be
wrong to get a handjob from your monkey? I mean, bestiality
is wrong because the animal can’t really consent. I’m not
talking about sticking a banana out of my pants and having
it grab at it then one day switching out the banana for my
dick, I’m talking about sitting there with my erect cock and
stroking it, like I normally do (to pictures of your mom, who
incidentally looks like a monkey), then you know, just letting
whatever happens happen, you know? No big deal. Just two
simians touching their dicks, and potentially each others. Is
that so wrong? There are practical concerns, like kung-fu grip
and it ripping my dick off but I mean, it manages to not crush
the can when it brings me a beer, I’m sure it’ll figure out the
sort of gentle stroke I prefer. I mean, if all these dumb girls
can figure it out, I’m sure the monkey can. Now all we need
to do is give the monkey some meal points a single in ERC and
we can get rid of girls all together. I’m pretty sure a monkey
can ace a communications final just the same.
All the best,
Kris Gregorian
Editor-in-Queef
The Motherfucking Koala

TIRED OF LOOKING
AT THIS STUPID
BOX? TIRED OF
BEING A CONSCIOUS,
CONSENTING ADULT?
HAVE A PET MONKEY
THAT IS HIGHLY
TRAINABLE?
COME TO A KOALA
MEETING. FRIDAYS
AT 4:20 IN THE OLD
STUDENT CENTER,
ABOVE AS SOFT
RESERVES.
Staff Box
Jesus Christ
Kris John Gregorian
Disciples
Lo, Big Dick Rick, Ms. Kitty, Timbo
Jews
The Karate Kid, Slim Jim, Shuffles, Mr. Rogers, Charlie Chan,
Goldilocks,Rodka SDSU Koala
Philistines
Davey G, B-Rad, the L-Word, MamaPimp,
Sours, Milk, E-Dogg, Jer, T-Bone, Barton, Marcus,
Paula K., Eugene, Dirty, Moximo, Aaron, SamSkillz
Judas
Nicholle Pierro
The Koala has never stopped meeting Fridays at 4:20pm, in the Media
Lounge (above AS Soft Reserves).

I take my duties as a resident advisor of Muir college very seriously. But even we need to unwind every now and then. When we’re not
practicing icebreakers or making posters, we prefer to use 100% organic, fair-trade opium for our downtime. Last night, the other RA’s and
I were all circled around one of the hookahs we confiscated getting our needle vision on. I was just about to get well again as I heard an
incessant knocking at the door. Upon finding a single lost looking freshman girl instead of the fuzz, I immediately felt my panties wetten. The
prospect of having some freshmeat for our nightly game of “Who’s in my mouth?” had my chest heaving. I beckoned her into the haze and
shoved the pipe in her mouth around as she was bitching about her roomate’s tendency to masturbate loudly. As she sucked down the best
china white our poster budget could offer, I slid my hand down my John Muir bootyshorts in anticipation. Just when she nodded off and the
other RA’s positioned themselves around her prone form, I shouted out in a scream of ecstasy: “This publication may have been funded in part
or in whole by funds allocated by the ASUCSD. However, the views expressed in this publication are solely those of The Koala, its principal
members and the authors of the content of this publication. While the publisher of this publication is a registered student organization at UC
San Diego, the content, opinions, statements and views expressed in this or any other publication published and/or distributed
by The Koala are not endorsed by and do not represent the views, opinions, policies, or positions of the ASUCSD, GSAUCSD,
UC San Diego, the University of California and the Regents or their officers, employees, or agents. The publisher of this
publication bears and assumes the full responsibility and liability for the content of this publication.” Then we wrote up
some freshmen for trying to smoke weed in their room without us.

Top Five Lists
Trib because the blogosphere bankrupted the
Planet
5- When was the last time you saw a phone
booth?

Top 5 Ways Taking Your
O-Chem Final is Like Giving
Head
1- You don’t remember doing it this much in
high school.
2- You should wear safety goggles just in case.
3- At UCSD, both involve inordinate amounts
of time spent with asian dudes.
4- Extra credit will be given for large breasts.
5- If you muck it up you can always fuck the
professor.
Top 5 Ways to Earn Some
Extra Cash at College
1- Be a drug testing Guinea Pig, if it sucks you
can always fuck up the experiment by bringing
your own mix.
2- Re-sell condoms at parties, bring gloves
because this may be some sticky business.
3- Befriend freshman, sell them alcohol, drive
them to parties and steal their chicks all for
bargain basement prices.
4- You can become a sorority whisperer.
5- Three words- Green card wedding .
Top 5 Reasons Jesus Hasn’t
Returned Yet
1- He got wasted at Justin Bieber’s bar
mitzvah and lost his car keys.
2- It’s been about 2000 years. He’s moved on,
why can’t you?
3- It’s like raising a child. As time goes on you
stop caring.
4- He finally got the balls to say no to his dad.
5- He’s been jerking it. It’s called the Second
Cuming for a reason.
Top 5 Things to Burn Besides
the Qur’an
1- Bras. Tits aren’t going to liberate
themselves.
2- Politicians. they only cost about a dime a
dozen and shit stuffed in a cheap suit burns
cleanly.
3- Zorastrian bible, the owner of the golden
camel will strike you down!
4- Your toast. Muir dining hall does it.
5- Mexican Ice. Consult your AS rep for a
hookup.
Top 5 Advances in the Telecom
Industry that Rendered
Superman Obsolete
1- Faster then a speeding bullet... but still
slower than email.
2- Shouting “Help Superman!” is way harder
than typing @police @fire @ambulance
HELP! check foursquare for my geo loc
#emergency.
3- We don’t need x-ray vision to see your
sister’s tits anymore because she just sexted
us a photo.
4- He’s too busy fetching coffee at the Union-

Top 5 Signs We’re in a DoubleDip Recession
1- UCSD Frats have to start actually cooking
out in Compton.
2- Dining halls will be happy to take your food
stamps.
3- Since there’s no jumpropes or adorable
little black girls with pigtails, this is not a
Double-Dutch recession.
4- Goldiggas have now begun messin with
broke niggas.
5- UCSD gave more money to the Koala this
year.
Top 5 Ways to Paralyze a
Postmodernist Art Major
1- Shove a pipe up their ass. They’ll sit for
hours wondering how a hole can be inside a
hole.
2- Explain the painting they wrote their thesis
on was made by a cat and ask if it is still
artistically “valid.”
3- Ask them why their car is full of shapes but
not free space.
4- Ask them to analyze your work while
holding up a dollar bill taped to a pair of
scissors
5- Tell them the truth.
Top 5 Things You Didn’t Know
Could Kill You
1- Getting face fucked by an angry bull.You
probably could have figured it out for yourself,
but we have a low opinion of our readers.
2- Little grey bunnies. No, seriously, Warren
freshmen.
3- Only pussies get alcohol poisoning.You
might accidentally trip on the keg though.
4- Your own mother. Do you know how many
times she had the pillow over your face when
you cried as a baby?
5- Cigarettes, no not from cancer cause
that’s just silly. I’m talking about the five packs
Tyrone just gave me to shank you in the
prison yard.
Top 5 Germophobic Cultures
1- Mulsims. “And the Prophet commandeth:
Thou shalt wash thine hands five times a day.”
2- Russians. Vodka works just as well to
sterilize bacteria as it does brain cells.
3- Your sister. She made me wear a condom.
4- Eskimos. They kiss with their noses, have
sex through seal skin, and sleep on blocks of
ice.
5- Germans. Once, they had to clean a whole
race!
Top 5 Things to Put at Ground
Zero Besides a Mosque.
1- Habib’s Flight School. No landing strip.
2- The Glenn Beck-Fox News designated NoSpin Zone.
3- The Lady Gaga slaughterhouse and tailor
shop.
4- A Jamba Jews.

5- BSU’s new headquarters. White people
haven’t lived on the lower west side since
Kennedy got shot.
Top 5 Things to Blame on Us
When Racism Gets Old
1- The Israeli Apartheid; We may have
accidentally sent 200 pounds of bacon to
Israel labeled “From Palestine.”
2- That random rash that showed up on your
ass last week.
3- Getting that pissed off Palestinian chick
elected AS president.
4- Fannie Mae’s colo-rectal collapse.
5- Chancellor Fox’s Parkinson’s disease
advancing to terminal stages.
Top 5 UCSD Summer Tragedies
1- New football team collectively weighs less
than a single East German shot-putter.
2- Philosophy professors will now waste the
first two weeks of each quarter talking about
Inception, and every single day someone will
remind us that Geisel was the snow fortress.
3- According to the San Diego County
coroner’s report, a UCSD administrator
was forced to lift finger and died of “doing
something.”
4- UCSD student finds out that his long
distance high school sweetheart is actually a
whore who brushes her teeth daily with other
guys cocks. ( Ed note- We knew, why didn’t
you?)
5- Not getting into Cal or UCLA.
Top 5 Things I still don’t
Understand
1- Why hot dogs come in packs of 10, but anal
lube only comes in packs of 8.
2- EDM.
3- Lifeguards. If there is surf so monstrous
that one guy’s drowning, why would they send
out another guy?
4- Mai-tai umbrellas.
5- How any asians could not be let into
Berkeley.
Top 5 Ways That Freshman
Year Reminds Me of Yom
Kippur
1- You frequently fast for a day before gorging
out at sundown after finally finding someone
with extra dining dollars.
2- You’ll have to repent at summer session for
the Warren writing midterm that you’re going
to sleep through.
3- You can take you mind off of the hunger
pains buy sucking off all of AEPi.
4- You won’t bathe during finals week.
5- Your Syrian roomate always seems to bust
in on you when you least expect it.

The Koala has never stopped
meeting on Friday at 4:20
above AS Soft Reserves.

Ms. Kitty’s Guide To A
Consideration #1
What What in the
Butt?

The spectrum of shit you can fit in your ass ranges
from fingers to the President of the Black Student
Union, but if you’re looking for a cock, you’re
in luck: You happen to go a University with the
second highest Asian population (54.7%!) in the
UC System, all strapped with the least impressive
dicks humanity has to offer. This is a good thing,
since that tiny member will be perfect for your
foray into the sexual realm of the Catholic altar
boy. Non-asian needle dicks can be distinguished
by their insecurity and need to talk up their sexual
prowess to anyone who will listen, and can be
found lurking CSE labs and MQ meetings. For
the truly dedicated, you may also want to invest in
a graduating butt plug set. Unlike the graduated
cylinder set you bought to cook up meth (different
guide), this one is actually three increasingly
larger ass-rockets that’ll prepare your ruby starfish
for some serious plowage. Some of you may have
been considering a prostate toy. You’re probably
thinking, “Sure I’m in Sigma Bi, but a prostate
toy? Really?” Well, according to Bob from Newark,
NJ “I thought that shit was gay too BUT NOW I
COME BUCKETS.”

Consideration #2
One Does Not Simply
Thrust Into Butt-dor.
Attempting anal sex without lube will accomplish
two things: Possibly having to fight a rape charge,
and having to ask your roommate for a ride to the
hospital smelling faintly of the Hi-Thai bathroom
after their weekly day-old Panang Curry sale. I
do recommend getting a lube specifically for anal
sex. It’ll be thicker and won’t slide out of your ass
like pussy lube, and seriously the best way to ruin
the I’m-going-to-get-it-in-the-ass mood is to have
some kind of lube-poop concoction seeping out of
your ass. Vaseline works in a pinch (but will break
condoms), but blood is NOT a natural lubricant
and neither is Tequila (trust us, we’ve tried).

Consideration #3
Poo Poo Ponderings
This is obviously the least sexy (and most funny)
part of buttsex. There’s a few things you can do
to avoid shit-cock surprise: If there’s anything
you can learn from Grandpa other than what
Grandma’s pussy smells like (What, you thought
that smell emanating from his mouth was tuna?
Think again!) is that fiber is your friend. It will
help you void yourself like a bulimic sorority girl
after a night on the Bombay Coast.
If you want to go all out, you can buy a cheap
plastic enema kit and give yourself a real cleaning.
Ultimately keep in mind that you are about to
have sex with an orifice reserved normally for
what monkeys fling at each other as a defense
mechanism. Condoms are a must, if for no other
reason than to keep your dick/toys/fingers free of
shit. Your excretions are not pokemans, and you
don’t need to show them to anyone.

BUTTSECKS. We’ve all thought about doing it, and many of tried to suavely convince
our partners to do it, but as anyone who has tried can tell you, “C’mon baby, but I love
you” only works when you get caught cheating. So what are you to do? Read the fucking
Koala, that’s what.

You Will Need: Bag of wine, drugs, a butthole, something to put in there, and an
alibi.
Anal play is like jerking off to Justin Beiber fan-fiction porn while smoking DMT:
Everyone has thought about it, and if you do it right it’s pretty fucking awesome. Ms.
Kitty is no stranger to anal spelunking, and will guide you through the (sometimes messy)
world of butthole pleasures.
The considerations on the left will help your shit-packing adventure go smoothly, so
now that you’ve thought about the finer points, follow this simply step-by-step guide and
you’ll be plundering cock-deep in your partner’s posterior pussy in no-time
1. Frankie
Says...
The best way to relax
your shit valve is to
pop a couple benzos
or ask your gay friend
for some poppers. Not
so adventurous? A
glass (or bag) of wine
and lots of foreplay
should do the trick.
Remember, kids.
GO SLOW! Believe
us, it’s always an
interesting experience
trying to explain why
there’s blood and shit
everywhere.

2. Go Digital

3. Eat A
Madeline

Using ONE lubricated
finger/your smallest
toy/your Vietnamese
boyfriend’s penis,
begin lubing up your
black cherry, using
light pressure on
and around the butthole. Besides feeling
amazing, this well help
relax those sphincter
muscles.

Once your poo portal
and penetration
implement are VERY
lubricated, begin
working your way in
VERY SLOWLY. Try
doggie style since it
offers the most access
and keep discussion
open (we don’t mean
Proust, but you know,
whatever works).

5. Thizz Face
Lay your partner on their side in
6. Works Every
the spooning position. This not
only is this the easiest position
Time
anatomically, but you also “C’mon baby, just the tip, just to
don’t have to endure the stupid
see how it feels.”
faces people make when you’re
putting it in their pooper.
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4. Gape
After a little while,
begin working in
two fingers or your
medium-size toy.
Repeat steps one
through three until
their ass-cavern starts
to dilate and resemble
your partner’s
personality, a large
vacuous void.

7. All Packed for
the Guilt Trip
Once you’re good and relaxed,
you can start ratcheting it up. If
it starts to hurt, switch positions
and re-lube. If your partner
is insistent, just drop a deuce
on them and be like THIS IS
YOUR FAULT, I DIDN’T
EVEN WANT TO DO THIS.

Anal Pleasure

...or

How We Learned To
Stop Worrying
and Love The
Bum

Rubbin’ Prostates: From Zero To Cumshot in 5
Seconds Flat

If you’re ready to explore this dimension of anal lovin’, start with a finger, then use your tongue. Add that into your BJ routine and you’ll
turn cocks like a Pi Phi in no-time.
The first thing to remember about ass play is that there are three separate sensations at play, the asshole, the stretching sensation, and the
prostate. Rimming and rubbing will get you so far, but you’re really focusing on the prostate, is essentially come-like-a-racehorse-nao!
button within the male ass. While you will launch your own seminal Saturn V, you may feel a little awkward right after. This is natural:
You just had a finger up your ass.
1. WMDs

2. Pitcher’s Mound

This isn’t Iraq, you can’t just barge your way in
here and expect to be embraced as a hero. Much
like Iraq however, if you’ve got a couple friends
with you, asking might be unnecessary. Unless
you want to be gassed like a Kurd, you should be
communicating at every step.

Put you middle finger with your palm facing
towards you at the tip of his asshole and
tickle his butthole. If he doesn’t giggle like a
schoolgirl, feel for a hard mound once you get
inside.

3. When In Hillcrest
Press up on the mound gently. He will feel a
weird, slightly uncomfortable, very arousing
sensation. Remember that he has to be
extremely aroused or already gay to enjoy this.

4. Shock and Awe
Return to some deep throat and being to move
your finger up and down along the mound
in a motion as if to beckon the giant orgasm
forth. Ass muscles are STRONG, so feel free
to call in some coalition forces (another hand)
for support. You gotta keep him hard, so if he’s
going all softie Obama on you, pull out and
resume your sucking duties until he’s hard again.

5.Operation Mini Van: 2 Up
Front 5 Out Back
Don’t pull out, just keep increasing speed and
pressure unless he tells you to stop., in which
case insert your entire fist for his insolence.

6. The Surge
It’s really hard to fight a war on two fronts. If
he’s into the prostate massage, you might want
to just let him jerk off while you work him in the
pooper.

7. The Surge Part Deux: Electric Boogaloo
This is not a time to be squeamish, because he’s going to come BUCKETS all over your face. When he comes (like, when he’s jizzing), PULL THE
FUCK OUT. Mainly, guys fall asleep on you after sex because you’re boring, but also because their sexual arousal goes to zero after cumming faster
than your dining dollars did when you got high and discovered a burrito made entirely of guacamole and brownies is just $15 at Goody’s. He definitely
doesn’t want your grubby little digit in his ass after you’ve rendered yourself useless. Go make him a sandwich.

He may feel weird after getting a prostate massage and feeling so good about it, this would be a hilarious time to tell your partner he
might be gay and you fucked his best friend.
Remember boys and girls, if you want your partner coming back for more, drunkenly shoving it in the wrong hole is not the way to go.
Show that ass some love and do it right, Ms. Kitty Style.

Party Reviews
1
2
3
4
5

star: You made it to class, but without pants on and you’re sober.
stars: The fat chick sitting next to you gave you a sympathy handjob.
stars: Your RA hooked you up with a free case of beer and a carton of smokes.
stars: You did blow off of a hooker’s ass.
stars: You find out you actually did get into Stanford, Megan Fox is to be your

roomate, and she’s really into pimply Asian dudes.

Titties, Kitties, & No More
Fake ID’s

submissive slut could desire. (+1 star for
awesome friends knowing what I really want
for my birthday.)
After 2, the ecstasy starts to come down and
we begin drinking again to celebrate my now
legal status. I blacked out again and woke up
naked. I love not remembering birthday sex.
My sister and I pack up and somehow she
steals some other poor bastard’s tent. (+2
stars for positive sum game!)

car (+1 for style.).

American Youth Is Decadent
and Depraived

Our 1:30 meeting time got pushed back to
after 3:00. The girl we were supposed to stay
We arrived at the lovely Sacramento River
with passed out around two. I fucking hate
Delta at about 3 in the afternoon. My sister
LA for the same reason I hate New York: I’m
and her friend met us at the dock and we
always stuck wasted in the middle of the night
rolled out on the delta in an armada of UC
having to drive other wasted people back out
Board Club houseboats. Flip cup began as the There Ain’t No Rest for the
to the boonies. Earlier, I had bought a tab of
boats set sail and before we’ve reached our
Wicked
acid off of some candy kid that thought I was
docking point, I blacked out. Somehow during
a cop. It hadn’t kicked in after an hour so my
my black out I did three things: Set up my tent, To commemorate my final year of not being
buddy threw me down a half an e-bomber.
set up my sister’s tent, and apparently win two thirty, I rolled out to my buddy’s pad for some The people I was with were intent on shoving
games of beer die. I arose from my alcoholic
festive time. He had the joint lined with black to the front at a side stage to see some DJ
stupor banging some dude in my tent. (+1.5
plastic and there were a few dozen half-naked I had never heard of so I “accidentally” got
stars for starting the weekend off right: dick in sluts flinging around the sort of paint that
lost. At this point, my mild pharmaceutical
me and magic blacked out girl-scout skills.)
you would expect to find in an elementary
concoction had kicked in enough to make this
I woke up the next morning to dawn patrol
school art class. I immediately tore inta a
year’s Electric Daisy Carnival vaguely tolerable.
yelling for everyone to, “Get the fuck up
thirty rack of Broweiser and since I had been
The crowd consisted of a hundred or so
and start drinking!”. As any good Koala
drinking Koala juice all afternoon, it didn’t
thousand half-naked, gender bending daygirl, I heeded the call immediately. I played
take too long for me to skip off into blackout
glo freaks that had managed to slip through
two games of beer die, in which I fucked up
oblivion. My memory kicked back in several
society undetected until they collectively
catastrophically and ended up pounding eight
hours later and after sunrise, when I was
descended upon Los Angeles that day in a
beers in rapid succession. Hooray for blacking halfway to Whole Foods on foot and tripping
grand cloud of pink glitter and a fury of cotton
out before 7am! Allegedly, my partner and I
balls from the mushies I had apparently eaten
gloves that had been fitted with LEDs at the
played two more games before I passed out
while being blacked out. After breakfast, we
finger tips. The whole place was lined with
topless in the galley. I woke up to people
ate a bunch of benzos and passed out on the
flashing lights and neon tubes and there was
making eggs at who knows what fuck time
beach. Rock-n-Roll.
terrible food stands and shady carnival rides
and I met up with my girls. We all dropped a
were around every corner. It was the sort of
couple hits of acid and went on a hike on the
scene you might expect if Bourbon Street had
nearby island. I thoroughly enjoyed tripping
happened to have been built in Vegas. Rumors
balls with the random trash left around the
Painting the Town Beige
began surfacing about a young kid that had
delta and tanning our titties for several hours
died from an overdose. Some time later, I
until too many bros on jetskis began to
It was the Friday after finals and I was
ran into a gang of rage kitties and Board Club
swarm about our chilling spot. (-0.5 star for
bummin’ about blowing off the quarter. I was members as a crowd was assembling inside of
douchebag creepers messin’ with my trip.)
hungover as a bitch and had a gnarly case of
a make-shift outdoor theater hall. It erupted
We wandered back to the boats and begin
the ogeda but the true fail came when I said,
into a frenzy of lasers, dazzling LCD graphics
befriending said bros for free hard alcohol.
“I’ll not drink and drive the party bus back”
and synthetic fog with one melodramatic beat
The rest of the day becomes a swirl of barbed (-2.). I’ve been going to frat parties for the
drop. For a brief moment, I felt myself flowing
wire tattoos, big bouncing asses, Patron, and a beter part of twelve years so I only have
with the bass crescendo and beginning to
big bro lady sucking her own titties. (+0.5 star myself to blame for being in situations like this. become part of something much grander than
for authentic partying white-trash style.)
None the less, I rolled up wearing nothing
myself. At that point, some random dude tried
The next day woke up and proceeded
but a pair of Volkies and a Garcia necktie and
to molest one of the Board Clubbers and shit
to drink all day; big surprise there. Minor
there actually a gang of ready and willing ladies got way shady, so I left. Driving out of there I
madness ensued when a blacked out member there (+sweet!). The whole place ranked of
almost rammed my car into a post to get that
of the SD party is dropped into a scree of
sweatty-assed cock but I stuck around till
stupid bass thump out of my head that I would
rocks, hitting her head in the process. (-1 star past one and never heard from the five-oh
later find to stick around for the better part
for me wasting a whole day driving sober to
(+1.). Our exit was delayed by a half hour
of two weeks.
the hospital and back because people can’t
due to one of the kitties getting her freak on
handle their liquor.)
in the party bus. Back at the ranch, there was
The sun began to go down and we are
a bunch of booze waiting for my DD efforts
counting down to my 21st birthday. Everyone
and I just did a bunch of amyl at sunrise (+1.).
got on the thizzle diet so we light off
Like to get down in your off time? Bring
As I write this, titties are comming out to
fireworks because nothing amuses e-tards like play (+fuck ya.). We have to have someone to
us your take on campus night life to the
loud noises and bright lights. Everyone is now graduation by ten in the morning and he will
Media Lounge on Friday at 4:20. If it
rolling balls and getting a little frisky. At the
doesn’t suck, we might not draw a dick
likely be dumped off five mintutes before the
strike of midnight, the whole SD delegation
on your face when you black out.
ceremony after puking down the side of the
gave me more birthday spanks than any little

Koala Guide (to
writing) Personals
Every single year some fatty imitates her childhood hero, Shamu, by taking a nose dive off the
top floor of Argo Hall. This beneficial act to the male UCSD population was of course preceded
by a 150 meal-point spending spree on 7 of the most artery-cloging burritos the small asian girl
at Goody’s could manage to cram together. A phenomenon curiously coinciding with this fatty
event is the incoming freshmen classes collective confusion as to whether or not we write the
entries on the Personals page. No we did not write the personals. We wrote the fucking guide so
your hateful shit flinging could make large round objects fall on Revelle Plaza twice a year. Anyone who asks if we write the personals after this issue will recieve a cock to their face.

Fuckin’ Personals, how do they work?

Koala personals are very similar to the personals you see in newspapers, without the 40-year-old
cat lady stalking you for the rest of your life if you write one.
When it comes down to it, you can write anything you want really. If it’s funny enough we’ll print
it, and if it’s not you can be sure that we’ll damn your unfunny post for all eternity. That being
said, this is not your personal dumping ground for everything that didn’t make it into your MMW midterm.You don’t need to write a dissertation about how badly you want that cute TA’s cock down your throat. Take a minute to write your personal, and we won’t take to calling you a
fucking retard.
We will identify three personals each issue we felt were exemplary, or maybe we won’t. Reading through your personals can be pretty-rage
inspiring. Awards given are: Personal of the Month, Best “Fuck Me” Personal, and Best “Fuck You” Personal. Reach for the stars, because even if
you miss, hopefully your body will burn up in the upper atmosphere.

I Want You Deep Inside Me
One of the tried and true archetypes of the Koala personal is the “fuck me” personal. Historically, personals
have been used to advertise a submitter’s desire to bump uglies with another student/TA/Professor/
Koala staffer in modestly hillarious fashion. The hallmark of this sort of personal is the stated intent of the
submitter to have sex with something. Remember to add a meet up spot if you actually want to get laid.

Examples
Good

To the sexy piece of Deutschland’s finest
teaching my poli 110 section: I would gladly
cross the Rhine into your Sudetenland.
Meet me at the bathroom on Friday and I’ll
blitzkrieg your Maginot Line.

Bad

Hey hottie in my poli class lets bang i’ve got
a bunch of juicy juice and some crushed up
ambien
(Ed. Note: No location, stupid! I love Juicy Juice)

I Want A Sharp Object Deep Inside Your Rectum
Personals have also been a vehicle for some of our more vitriolic readers to advertise their rabid anger
toward something. Readers have told us, the administration, black people, white people, and even you
to fuck off in the past. This is also where the majority of our readers engaged in the greek life get an
anonymous forum to play out their petty and asinine vendettas against each other. A lot of comedians
are actually angry, violent human beings, so this is about as close as most of you will ever get for writing
for the Koala.

Examples
Good

Housing and Dining Services are the reason the College Republicans
have anything to talk about. At other schools, you don’t hear about lavish
remodeling for a dining hall in the middle of a massive budgetary crisis. But
then, this is UCSD, and if they didn’t spend your money on a new hipster’s
paradise every year, you might not have had to sell your kidney to pay for
tuition. Oh well, at least the new vegan menu will go right through you!

Bad

FUCK YOU, RACHEL!! YOUR A FUCKING LYING CUNT AND ALL THE
SISTERS HATE YOU!!! YOU’RE A DISGUSTING SLUT AND I HOPE YOU
GOT AIDS FROM THAT PIKE!!!!
(Ed. Note:Which Pike? In the land of the anonymous, specificity is King!)

Okay, I Want To Be A Star! Where Do I Submit One?
This is the easiest part. If you the pen-and-paper type, or if you happen to be wandering by one of these places, feel free to submit one at one of
our personals bags. They are in the following locations:

Earl’s Place
Roger’s Place (near the TV)
G-Store (General Store, near the cash register)
The Pub
The Koala Office (duh)
http://www.thekoala.org/personals.html
Downloading our iPhone App

(by searching for “Koala” in the iPhone App Store ...no, we’re not kidding)

JOIN THE KOALA
Sure, your life sucks. You didn’t get into UCLA, your girlfriend is
banging the entire Cal football team and your roommates spend their
weekends in Azeroth, but all is not lost!
Join UCSD’s premiere newspaper and have
your verbal/artisitic ejaculate seen by all the
(cool) kids on campus!
Available positions include:
Artists (Must have recent shots)
Writers (Must be good at taking shots)
Web Editor
Missionary
The position you assume when your dad says “It’s time for your
inspection!”

The Koala meets
EVERY Friday at 4:20
in the Media Lounge,
in the Old Student Center
above AS Soft Reserves

